Motivated by recent understandings in the stochastic natures of gene expression, biochemical signaling, and spontaneous reversible epigenetic switchings, we study a simple deterministic cell population dynamics in which subpopulations grow with different rates and individual cells can bi-directionally switch between a small number of different epigenetic phenotypes. Two theories in the past, the population dynamics and thermodynamics of master equations, separatedly defined two important concepts in mathematical terms: the fitness in the former and the (non-adiabatic) entropy production in the latter. Both play important roles in the evolution of the cell population dynamics. The switching sustains the variations among the subpopulation growth thus continuous natural selection. As a form of Price's equation, the fitness increases with (i) natural selection through variations and (ii) a positive covariance between the per capita growth and switching, which represents a Lamarchian-like behavior. A negative covariance balances the natural selection in a fitness steady state -"the red queen" scenario. At the same time the growth keeps the proportions of subpopulations away from the "intrinsic" switching equilibrium of individual cells, thus leads to a continous entropy production. A covariance, between the per capita growth rate and the "chemical potential" of subpopulation, counter-acts the entropy production. Analytical results are obtained for the limiting cases of growth dominating switching and vice versa.
Introduction
Darwinian evolution theory states that variations among subpopulations contribute to the increasing fitness of the total population. One of the important issues in this theory is how to maintain the variations while natural selection continuously "purifiying" the fittest. In population dynamics with Mendelian inheritance, this problem has been solved by the work of Hardy and Weinberg, and the theory of population genetics developed by J.B.S. Haldane, R.A. Fisher, S. Wright, and many other pioneers [1, 2, 3] . See excellent texts [4, 5, 6 ] and a recent review [7] together with the references cited within.
From a population dynamics perspective [8] , the key to sustain the variations among the subpopulation within a population is to maintain a stationary frequency, or proportion, for each subpopulation. In the theory of Markov processes, the concepts of relative entropy and entropy production are quantitative measures for such behavior. In recent years, a rather complete stochastic thermodynamic theory of Markov processes has emerged [9, 10, 11, 12, 13 ].
An integration of these two theories is a conceptual problem for a general population dynamics with intra-population transformations among subpopulations. We note that one of the key differences between the classical Lea-Coulson theory of bacterial population growth with mutations [14] and the problem of cell population growth with epigenetic switching is that in the former a back mutation can be safely neglected, while in the latter bi-directional switchings among a small number of possible states occur, thus the notion of dynamical equilibrium among subpopulations becomes meaningful in principle. Indeed Markov dynamics with ergodic stationary state among subpopulations also has emerged in laboratory studies [15, 16] . Such dynamics occurs in the population biology of cellular epigenetic differentiation [17, 18] , or certain tumor progression [19] and cancer cell development involving cancer stem cells and non-stem cancer cells [16] . According to our current understanding, biochemical regulatory networks within an individual cell give rise to multiple attractors which yield different phenotypic states [20, 21, 22] . These subpopulations of cells grow with different rates, but with the possibility of spontaneous transition (switching) from one phenotypic state to another [23] . In the simplest mathematical model, one has [24] 
in which x i is the number density of the subpopulation i, r i is its per capita growth rate, and T ij represents the individual cell switching rate from state j to state i. We shall use the notation
Following the pioneering work of Eigen and Schuster [25] , biological evolution has been exten-sively discussed in the context of genotype-to-phenotype maps in terms of DNA sequence space and structural based functions of proteins. It has been recognized that there are great degree of degeneracy in this map [26] . For microbial population dynamics, Kussell and Leibler have studied bet-hedging mechanism a bacterial population with diversity can utilize when encountering a fluctuating environment [27] . They discovered that while the information concerning the environmental variations can cause direct epigenetic switching in an organism, it acts through natural selection on the organism population with spontaneous stochastic switchings. More recently,
Mustonen and Lässig developed a highly sophisticated, time-inhomogeneous stochastic theory of fitness flux [28] , which generalized Fisher's fundamental theorem of natural selection (FTNS).
There is a long recognized parallelism between the theories of population genetics and the that dr(t) = ∂ ns r + ∂ ec r [29, 30, 7] , in which FTNS is represented by ∂ ns r ≥ 0 while total dr no longer has a definitive sign in general.
In the present paper, we do not attempt to deal with the parallelism, nor important issues such as equilibrium and nonequilibrium statistical theory of evolution. In fact, the very notions of "equilibrium" and "nonequilibrium" defined through traditional detailed balance can be challenged [31] .
We have also neglected many biological factors such as genetic drift due to finite size populations.
Our goal is simply to illustrate that Fisher's fitness in terms of the Malthusian parameter together with relative entropy provide a quantitative characterization of continuous natural selection and sustained diversity. It is noted that, in many recent stochastic theories of evolution, fitness of a population has been replaced by Wright's fitness landscape, which then represented mathematically by a probability density function. We only study the deterministic population dynamics in Eq. (1) with constant per capita growth rates r i and transition rate T ij . This is certainly a gross simplification; however, our aim is to focus on the interplay between the fitness in the population growth part and the entropy production in the phenotypic switching part of the dynamics. While both are motivated from the theory of probability, the biological relationship between the entropy production used in the present work and those in stochastic theories [32, 28, 33] remains to be clarified.
Even though the issue of bi-directional switching remains controversial in experimental investigations and pre-clinical studies [24] , there is a little double that (i) within a given environment, transcription regulations of gene expression are fundamental biochemical processes that determine phenotypic states of a cell; and (ii) biochemical reactions involved in gene regulations are highly nonlinear with feedbacks. Therefore, considering nonlinear biochemical reaction network dynamics, and its attractors, as a basis of cellular epigenetic states is highly logical; and bi-directional switching is a necessary prediction of such a mechanism. In reality, some transitions are fast and some transitions are slow; being able to observe bi-directional, reversible switching or not is a matter of time scale; and elucidating the specific molecular mechanism(s) for a particular phenotypic switching is a matter of details.
Fitness, natural selection, and entropy production
In this section, we first give a brief summary of the two separate mathematical theories, one for fitness and natural selection in population with differential growth, and one for stochastic thermodynamics in populations with switching transitions.
Since the work of Haldane and Fisher more than 80 years ago [1, 2, 7] , the mean growth rate of a total population that consists of subpopulations with differential growth
has been the mathematical quantification of the fitness of the population. Note that r is actually the per capita growth rate, i.e., the Malthusian parameter, for the entire population [4] :
We shall follow this established terminology in the present work. One can also find other related mathematical concepts in the literature. For examples, Wright developed the notion of "fitness landscape" [3] and Iwasa introduced a novel mathematical quantity called "free fitness" [34] , both were proposed to represent more broadly or faithfully Darwin's original idea and evolutionary processes [35] .
For the rest of this paper, we shall assume r i to be a constant, independent of {x j }. This assumption, which is not unreasonable for cell subpopulations growth, is essential for the mathematical analysis carried out below.
In the absence of switching transitions, e.g., T ij = 0, the change of r as a function time is
Therefore, variations in the per capita growth rates among the subpopulations, σ 2 r , is responsible for the increase of fitness r by natural selection. This simple, elegant, and insightful result has been known as Fisher's fundamental theorem of natural selection [4, 29, 30] . 1 However, in the absence of T ij , it is also clear that the variation eventually disappear, and only the fittest with the largest r i dominates.
We now denote the frequency of the ith population
1 It is interesting to point out that this result is intimately related to a general equality which plays an important role in many other branches of mathematics [36] : If P n (·) is a sequence of probability measures, for any two sets A and B even they are not disjoint,
Then Eq. (1) becomes
Eq. (6) with all r i = 0 has a very different kind of dynamics. Let us assume that T ij is irreducible, and T ij = 0 iff T ji = 0, e.g., the dynamics is "bi-directional" with no "absorbing state". Then there exists an unique equilibrium z *
And the relative entropy
has the important properties [37, 38, 39, 32, 40] :
In stochastic thermodynamics, H is known as generalized free energy, and
is called free energy dissipation, or non-adiabatic entropy production [10, 11] . In Eq. (10), we used the convention T ii = − n j=1,j =i T ji . The thermodynamic theory of Markov processes also identified an adiabatic entropy production [10, 11] 
We see that if T ij satisfy detailed balance, i.e., T ij z * j = T ji z * i , then e 
In L. Onsager's theory of irreversible thermodynamics of inanimated processes [41] , detailed balance is a fundamental assumption. The right-hand-side of (12) is then interpreted as Onsager's "thermodynamic flux times force". We do not assume detailed balance in the present work, since for biological processes, there is clearly no fundamental reason for such a constraint. (Such a constraint in classical physics is due to the impossibility of perpetuate motion machine.)
In summary, population dynamics with differential growth alone has increasing fitness with rate σ 2 r that reflects Darwin's natural selection due to variation, and population dynamics with switching transformation alone has non-negative e (na) p and e (a) p reflecting the Second Law of thermodynamics. In Sec. 3, we shall study the dynamics in Eq. (6) that combines these two fundamental theories.
Interplay between differential growth and switching transitions
If population changes following the full Eq. (6), we have a dynamic equation for fitness:
in which the last term
with
φ i is the per capita rate of increase of the ith subpopulation due to switching transition. On average φ = 0. The term in Eq. 15 can be considered as the covariance between the per capita growth rates due to growth and due to switching [42] . A positive covariance can be viewed phenomenologically as a Lamarchian selection. Eq. (14) shows that, at least in this very simple case, one can mathematically distinguished the covariance effect from σ 2 r , the natural selection. Equation like (14) is known as Price's theorem [42, 29] .
On the other hand, from Eq. 8 we have
where
The first term in (17) When the dynamics in (6) reaches stationarity, one has dz i /dt = 0, i.e., r i − r = − φ i − φ .
In this case, dH/dt = 0, dr/dt = 0, but
and
The differential growth continuously keeps the population frequency out of equilibrium, e (na) p > 0; and an anti-Lamarchian switching continuously keeps the variation finite, σ 2 r > 0. Such a nonequilibrium steady state [43, 44] has been termed "the red queen" scenario in evolution [45, 46, 33] . In the simple cell dynamics, a continous evolution is necessary to oppose the ever-present relapsing into inferior growth states due to spontaneous epigenetic switching.
Two asymptotic limits
The solution to the linear Eq. 1 has the general form
2 Curiously, covariances also figured prominantly in Gibbs' theory of ensemble fluctuations. Consider a stochastic system with Gibbs distribution Z −1 (β)e −βEi where Z(β) = i e −βEi , E i is the energy of of state i and O i is an observable associated with the state. Then the ensemble average O = Z −1 (β) i O i e −βEi , whose rate of change with respect to β:
We shall order the growth rates such that r 1 > r 2 ≥ · · · r n . In the limit of t tending ∞, we have
where λ max is the largest, positive eigenvalue of A, and u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n ) and v 1 , v 2 , · · · , v n T are the left and right eigenvectors corresponding to λ max . Therefore,
When all the r i = 0, the z ss i = z * i . Two special cases are particularly interesting and solvable with the eigenvalue perturbation method.
Growth dominates switching. When the switching rates are much smaller than the growth rates:
and the corresponding right eigenvector {v i } is
Therefore,
Switching dominates growth. If r k ≪ T ij , i, j, k = 1, 2, · · · , n. Then as the leading order
The corresponding right eigenvector is approximately z * i with a correction on the order of r T
:
Since matrix {T ij } is singular with left null vector (1, 1, · · · , 1), the solution {ξ i } is not unique.
An additional condition is
Discussion
Homeostatic biological processes in living organisms carry out energy, material, and informatin transformations at the expense of chemical free energy, e.g., negentropy [47, 48] . Putting this intuitive chemical perspective aside, current theoretical understanding in entropy production has clearly shown its deep root in time irreversibility of dynamical systems [43, 44, 12, 49, 31] . According to this mathematical perspective, a non-stationary process with growth natually has a positive non-adiabatic entropy production [10, 11, 38] , thus a certain amount of "free energy" available for driving other dynamical processes out-of-equilibrium. In the present work, we show that cell population growth causes a nonequilibrium distribution among the subpopulations with respect to their spontaneous, epigenetic switching. This distribution, in return, drives a Darwinian natural selection through the "invisible hand" of subpopulation variations. Darwinian evolution and the Second Law of thermodynamics, thus, are intimately coupled, at least in this simple population dynamics, through the certainty of mathematical analysis.
In the past, studies on population dynamics and evolution by natural selection were intentionally separated because it was felt that they are processes with widely different time scales [5] .
For example, Lotka clearly introduced the notions of "inter-species growth dynamics" and "intraspecies evolution", with the former proceeds in a rapid rate in comparison to the latter [50, 51] .
Roughgarden, however, has given an illuminating discussion on the ecological versus evolutionary times. In particular, he illustrated that a consideration of the latter can provide a mechanistic understanding for the parameters in the former. In the language of the present work, the switching rates T ij of individual cells contribute to the overall growth rate of the entire population. This is precisely the goal of a biochemical understanding of individual celles in a cell population with a diversity in epigenetic phenotypes [52] . Being discrete nonlinear dynamic attractors [53] , such phenotypic states are naturally stable, with robustness agains both internal and external disturbances. Switchings among such states, being stochastic rare events, necessarily exhibit discontinuous jumps, e.g., Tung for encouragements. I also thank the anonymous reviewers of the paper, who have all given very helpful comments and suggestions.
